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Former Texas Commander Reportedly Gave Steakhouse Gift Cards to Cops Who Used Force 
by Gaby Arancibia

Newly obtained interview recordings between Texas Rangers and a former Williamson County 
Sheriffs deputy recently revealed that a since-retired commander allegedly used gift cards to 
incentivize his officers to use force on the job.
At the center of the revelation is Steve Deaton, a former commander of the Williamson County 
Sheriffs Office who retired from his post in September 2019. Deaton’s departure from the force 
came months after social media posts shared by him surfaced showing dolls depicting rape- 
kidnapping and the mutilation of a Black football player.
The gift card allegation came up in interviews conducted by officials with the Texas Rangers law 
enforcement agency who were investigating the Williamson County Sheriffs Office’s history of 
aggressive tactics used on the job. Christopher Pisa, a former deputy with the sheriff’s office, 
said in one of those interviews that Deaton shelled out gift cards to deputies he had considered 
to be “WilCo bada**.”
Pisa revealed that the use of gift cards to places such as steakhouse Logan’s Roadhouse was 
“common knowledge” at the department, and that Deaton himself was responsible for reviewing 
use of force incidents and deciding whom to reward.
“They had the intention that we were all ‘WilCo bada**’ and, if you went out there and did your 
job and you had to use force on somebody and he agreed with it, then you would get a gift 
card,” Pisa said in an audio recording obtained bv the Austin American-Statesman.
“It was something everybody knew,” Pisa continued. “He has even said it to people in 
meetings.”
When one of the Texas Rangers asked for clarification on the allegation, Pisa explained that the 
gift cards were only dispensed for incidents in which “a good use of force” was documented. It’s 
unclear what qualified as “a good use of force.”
Pisa himself came under investigation by the Texas Rangers over an April 2019 traffic stop in 
which the former deputy used force on a Black woman, the American-Statesman noted. The 
deputy was interviewed by the Texas Rangers six months after he resigned as a result of the 
April stop.
Although Pisa did state that he anticipated a gift card for himself after the April traffic stop, it’s 
unclear whether he actually received one from Deaton.
The American-Statesman did report that J.J. Johnson and Zach Camden, the two officers 
involved in the March 2019 in-custodv death of Javier Ambler, both reportedly received gift 
cards. However, Pisa neither specifically stated that Johnson and Camden earned the cards for 
their use of force in the Ambler case, nor was he asked by officials to specify for which incidents 
the two were rewarded.
Johnson and Camden are both still active deputies on the force.
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In response to the allegations, Williamson County Sheriff Robert Chody rejected claims that 
deputies were incentivized to use force, telling the outlet that to his knowledge, gift cards were 
only ever given out when a deputy recovered “excellent fingerprints” for an investigation that led 
to the capture of a suspect.
“I have no idea what ‘good use of force’ means,” Chody told the publication.
Chody, however, is no stranger to being under the microscope. He was recently called on to 
resign, with Williamson County Commissioner Terry Cook publicly saying that “the last 
three-and-a-half-vears of TChodvl at the helm are unacceptable.”
This development is just the latest in a slew of issues to stem from the department, which also 
raised concerns when Chody signed his own contract sometime March 2020with reality police 
show “Live PD” after Williamson County commissioners voted to end the partnership in August 
2019. The show was later canceled in June, just days after it was reported that footage of 
Ambler’s death was recorded by the camera team, but was later destroyed.
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Bear Struts Across Roadway With Her Catch of the Day - Video Club

Nicky, a 21-year-old black bear strutting her stuff in Juneau, Alaska, recently showed parkgoers 
her class-A fishing skills after she walked across a roadway with a massive, freshly-caught 
salmon dangling from her mouth.
The spectacle unfolded earlier this week near the US Forest Service’s Mendenhall Glacier 
Visitor Center, which noted in a statement to video licensor ViralHog that Nicky is “a very 
famous bear” in Juneau.
“People were amazed and surprised to see Nicky with a big salmon in her mouth when she 
came out from the bushes,” the statement read. “She is smart, tender, and loves attention. She 
has had 16 cubs since 2003.”
It’s safe to say Nicky and her young cub seen in the recording had quite the spread for lunch 
that day.
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US Air Force Demurs on Spy Plane Posing as Civilian Aircraft as Chinese Think Tank Confirms 
Claims
by Morgan Artvukhina

Earlier this month, a US spy plane was observed seemingly changing its unique transponder 
code to disguise itself as a Malaysian civilian aircraft. While a top US Air Force leader has 
refused to confirm or deny the incident, swearing the US was “following the rules that day,” the 
claims of duplicity have been independently confirmed.
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At the Air Force Association's virtual Air, Space & Cyber conference on Wednesday, Gen. 
Kenneth Wilsbach, the commander of Pacific Air Forces, refused to confirm or deny the US 
aircraft’s actions, but objected to the term “spoofing” being used to describe them.
"I know we follow the rules for international airspace, and we were following the rules that day," 
is all Wilsbach said, according to Militarv.com.
On September 8, a US Air Force RC-135W Rivet Joint signals intelligence aircraft took off from 
Kadena Air Force Base in Okinawa, Japan, bound for the South China Sea. While multiple daily 
US spy plane flights across the disputed waterway have become common in recent months, this 
flight caught the eye of the South China Sea Probing Initiative (SCSPI) think tank after it 
“disappeared” from international aircraft tracking programs and was “replaced” by a Malaysian 
aircraft on the same flight path.
The seemingly Malaysian plane then flew tightly bound laps between China’s Hainan Island and 
the Paracel Islands, which China calls the Xisha Islands and claims as part of its territory, before 
exiting the South China Sea, at which point it “became” an RC-135W again. Sputnik reported. 
The plane changed its identity on aircraft tracking programs by turning off one transponder and 
turning on another. The “Mode S” transponder code, broadcast in hexadecimal format, is 
assigned by the UN-governed International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and gives the 
aircraft a unique identification in the skies. Moreover, the transponder tells other aircraft as well 
as ground controllers who and where the aircraft is, helping to ensure safety in the skies.
On Friday, the SCSPI published a report based on independent verification of its claims, which 
proved this was what the RC-135W did on September 9. Moreover, the think tank has 
documented at least two other cases of US spy planes “spoofing” civilian aircraft - in both cases 
adopting Malaysian transponder codes.
The SCSPI’s claims were verified by the Chinese Foreign Ministry and by Steffan Watkins, an 
independent research consultant based in Ottawa, Canada, who used open-source intelligence, 
several Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) databases and on-site photos by 
amateur photographers to do so.
In all three instances, the US spy planes remained in international airspace, but by pretending to 
be civilian aircraft while performing a military mission, they risk confusing Chinese air defense 
systems into making mistakes in the other direction as well: assuming that civilian aircraft are in 
fact military ones.
The concern is far from idle: multiple civilian airliners have been shot down during tense air 
defense situations because they were mistaken for military aircraft, including the US Navy’s 
downing of Iran Air Flight 655 in 1988 and the Soviet Union’s downing of Korean Air Lines Flight 
007 in 1983. both of which killed hundreds of innocent people.
However, just days earlier, a US spy plane did violate Chinese airspace: on August 25, a U-2 
Dragon Lady high altitude spy plane blatantly flew through a “no-fly zone” established in the 
Yellow Sea for safety reasons during live-fire exercises by the People’s Liberation Army Navy. 
The Chinese Ministry of Defense blasted the move as “pure provocation,” noting the incident 
had disrupted the drills and could easily lead to misunderstandings.
However, Wilsbach loudly celebrated this action at the Wednesday conference, saying the US 
refused to recognize the no-fly zone and "chose to fly there anyway [because] it was within our 
rights to do so in international airspace."
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"We fly the U-2 almost every day, and we particularly look at Russia, China and North Korea 
with the U-2," Wilsbach said, according to Military.com. "It wasn't necessarily a one-off [incident] 
in the fact that it was flying in a track that we frequently fly in."
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Trump Claims Doses of COVID-19 Vaccine Will Be Available to 'Every American' by April 2021 
by Morgan Artvukhina

US President Donald Trump told reporters on Friday there would be enough doses of a 
COVID-19 vaccine to vaccinate every American by April 2021.
COVID-19 Vaccine For 'Every American'
Earlier this week, Trump said that a vaccine for SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes the 
COVID-19 novel coronavirus, could begin being distributed to high-risk persons within a month's 
time. On Friday, he expanded that, saving, "we expect to have enough vaccines for every 
American bv April."
He said on Wednesday that the vaccine would be made available for free to every American. 
Scott Atlas, a Hoover Institute senior fellow and adviser on Trump's coronavirus task force, 
further clarified that 100 million doses of a vaccine would be available by the end of the year, 
and some 700 million doses would be available by the end of the first quarter of fiscal year 
2021, which ends on March 31. The US population is roughly 328 million.
"It's not a forced vaccination, of course," Atlas added, but noted that prioritized individuals, 
which includes elderly people and first responders, would be bumped to the front of the line for 
protection.
On Wednesday, Trump disputed statements by Robert Redfield, director of the US Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), who said earlier in the day that a vaccine would likely 
not be ready before the summer of 2021. Trump claimed Redfield had misunderstood the 
question asked him.
Trump has not said which vaccine he expects to be ready by mid-October. A number of 
companies and institutions have been working on a COVID-19 vaccine, including 
British-Swedish oharmaceudical firm AstraZeneca and US-based Moderna. Russia announced 
its Sputnik V vaccine, the world's first, had been released last month, and China is testing 
another 11 potential vaccines.
Roughly 6.7 million Americans have contracted COVID-19 and nearly 198,000 have died from 
the virus, which targets the respiratory system, according to data compiled bv the New York 
Times. Total US cases comprise roughly 22% of all cases worldwide, although the US 
population is just 4.25% of the world's population.
Puerto Rico Aid Package
Trump announced at the Friday press conference that he would be sending some $13 billion in 
aid to Puerto Rico, a US territory in the Caribbean Sea that is struggling to recover from the 
catastrophic direct hit by Hurricane Maria in September 2017.
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The Category 5 storm, one of the strongest cyclones ever recorded and the worst natural 
disaster ever to strike Puerto Rico, knocked out all power on the island and killed at least 3,000 
people. Trump said the aid package was to rebuild electrical infrastructure and other civil 
institutions such as schools.
However, Trump has claimed in the past that the island had already received "more money than 
has ever been gotten for a hurricane before" - claims the Washington Post has disproven. 
TikTok Deal 'Could Go Quickly'
The US Department of Commerce announced earlier on Friday that Americans would be 
blocked from downloading the popular Chinese-owned social media apps TikTok and WeChat 
on September 20. Trump has pressured TikTok's owner, Beijing-based ByteDance, to sell its 
business in the US, since its proximity to the Communist Party of China means the app 
"threatens] the national security, foreign policy, and the economy of the US."
Trump told reporters Friday he expected that with the new limits in place, a deal for ByteDance 
to sell TikTok's US assets to an American company "could go quickly." While ByteDance 
rejected Microsoft's bid for the app. the Trump administration is reportedly reviewing a bid bv 
Oracle.
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US Congress Prepares to Approve Second-Largest Taiwan Arms Sale Valued at $7 Billion 
by Morgan Artvukhina

US lawmakers are expected to soon approve a massive, new weapons sale to Taiwan. The 
deal would provide the autonomous island not just with defensive weapons, but also with 
offensive capabilities in the form of long-range strike missiles and combat drones.
Reuters reported earlier this week that the Trump administration was expected to approve a 
massive sale of $7 billion worth of arms to Taiwan in the coming weeks. The deal is the 
second-largest weapons sale bv the US to Taiwan and comes on top of some $15 billion in 
weapons already sold to Taiwan in the last four years.
According to the Wall Street Journal, the deal will include $400 million worth of MQ-9B Reaper 
drones and related equipment, a sale made possible by recent changes to the Missile 
Technology Control Regimethat had previously barred Washington from making such deals.
The deal also reportedly includes AGM-84H/K SLAM-ER missiles, a long-range land strike 
variant of the Harpoon anti-ship missile. According to the New York Times, the weapon can be 
fired from beyond the range of Chinese air defense systems, meaning they would almost 
certainly be used to strike targets on the Chinese mainland in the event of a conflict.
Strangely, some Taiwanese media has been reporting the plans are nothing but speculation by 
the media, the Global Times reported on Thursday.
Last month, Washington finalized another larger deal to provide Taipei with 90 advanced F-16V 
“Viper” interceptors for $8 billion. Under a previous deal, the US is also updating older F-16 
fighter jets sold to Taiwan in the 1990s to make them technologically equal to the F-16V, which 
can go toe-to-toe with some of the People’s Liberation Army’s best aircraft.
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Beijing considers Taiwan a wayward province and part of its national territory, meaning that US 
weapons sales are regarded as the arming of rebel forces and a gross violation of Chinese 
sovereignty. With every new weapons sale, China has increased its objections, calling on the 
US to respect the One-China Principle it assented to in the 1972 Shanghai Communique and 
subsequent agreements.
“The Taiwan question concerns China's sovereignty, territorial integrity and core interests. China 
has firm resolve in upholding its sovereignty and security. We urge the US to earnestly abide by 
the one-China principle and the three China-US joint communiques and stop arms sales to and 
military ties with Taiwan, lest it should gravely harm China-US relations and cross-strait peace 
and stability,” Chinese Foreign Ministry Spokesperson Zhao Lijian said in August.
The island is governed by the remnants of the Republic of China, the government that ruled all 
of China between 1912 and 1949, when the communist Red Army seized all of mainland China, 
won the civil war and established the People’s Republic of China in Beijing. While Taipei has 
never declared independence, it functions as a de facto independent state and has enjoyed 
informal support from the US ever since Washington switched its recognition of the Chinese 
government from Taipei to Beijing in 1979.
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Nigerian State’s New Law Will Punish Rapists With Surgical Castration

Under a new law signed by the governor of Nigeria’s Kaduna state, those convicted of rape will 
now be surgically castrated or face bilateral salpingectomy, the removal of the Fallopian tubes.
In addition to the surgical punishment, which depends on the offender’s sex, rapists will also 
face life imprisonment, reported the Nigerian outlet Daily Post.
According to Governor Nasir Ahmad el-Rufai, anyone convicted of raping a child under the age 
of 14 will also be handed the death penalty under the new statute.
Under previous laws, rapists faced a maximum penalty of 21 years in prison for the rape of an 
adult and life in prison for the rape of a minor.
“[The] drastic penalties are required to help further protect children from a serious crime,” the 
governor said, the NZ Herald reported.
The new law in Kaduna, the 18th state of Nigeria located in the country’s northwest, is the most 
stringent legislation against rape in the country.
The new legislation comes after public outrage following an increase in rapes during the 
COVID-19 pandemic.
In June, Nigerian Minister for Women’s Affairs Pauline Tallen revealed that the number of rapes 
in the country had spiked to three times the norm during the COVID-19 lockdown.
“I know we have always had rape in this country, but with the lockdown of people in homes 
because of COVID-19, women and children are locked down with their abusers,” Tallen said at 
the time, AP reported.
In addition, Nigeria has the third-highest number of child brides in the world, according to the 
United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF).
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In fact, around 44% girls in Nigeria are forced into marriage before their 18th birthday, and 18% 
are married before the age of 15, according to Girls Not Brides, a nongovernmental organization 
with the mission of ending child marriage throughout the world.
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Photo: Facebook Accused of Spying on Instagram Users Via Phone Cameras

In yet another lawsuit, Facebook is now being accused of allegedly spying on Instagram users 
through the cameras on their mobile phones.
The lawsuit was filed Thursday in a US federal court in San Francisco, California, by New 
Jersey-based Instagram user Brittany Conditi and accuses Facebook, Instagram’s parent 
company, of employing users’ mobile cameras while they are using the photo-sharing app to 
collect “lucrative and valuable data on its users that it would not otherwise have access to.”
The lawsuit came after an Apple iOS 14 privacy feature showed that Instagram was apparently 
activating iPhone cameras and microphones even when they weren’t in use.
“By obtaining extremely private and intimate personal data on their users, including in the 
privacy of their own homes, [Facebook is] able to increase their advertising revenue by targeting 
users more than ever before,” alleges the lawsuit, which was obtained by Apple Insider.
“For example, [Facebook is] able to see in-real time how users respond to advertisements on 
Instagram, providing extremely valuable information to its advertisers,” the lawsuit adds. 
According to a report bv Bloomberg. Facebook has denied the allegations and blamed a bug for 
prompting what it claimed were false notifications that Instagram was accessing iPhone 
cameras. The company said it is working to fix the issue.
In July, Facebook released a statement claiming that Instagram only accesses users’ cameras 
when they allow it to do so.
"We only access your camera when you tell us to — for example, when you swipe from Feed to 
Camera. We found and are fixing a bug in iOS 14 Beta that mistakenly indicates that some 
people are using the camera when they aren't. We do not access your camera in those 
instances, and no content is recorded,” Facebook said in a statement to The Verge.
This is not the first time that Facebook has found itself embroiled in lawsuits.
Last month, a lawsuit filed against Facebook accused the company of collecting and storing the 
biometric data of more than 100 million Instagram users without their consent using facial 
recognition technology.
The lawsuit states that Instagram uses facial recognition technology to create and store a “face 
template” for each user, and that Facebook then uses that data to enhance its facial recognition 
technology and shares the data with various entities without user knowledge.
In July, Facebook also revealed that it had offered to pay $650 million to settle a lawsuit 
regarding its facial recognition technology, Reuters reported at the time.
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UK, France, Germany Say Iran Sanctions Relief to Continue Past Sept 20

On Friday, the UK and France and Germany announced that sanctions relief for Iran will 
continue past September 20.
In a letter to the United Nations (UN) Security Council, the three countries said they have 
"worked tirelessly to preserve the nuclear agreement and remain committed to do so," adding 
that any decision or action taken to reimpose sanctions against Iran would be "incapable of legal 
effect."
The UN sanctions relief for Iran was agreed to under a 2015 nuclear deal known as the Joint 
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA). Under the deal, Iran agreed to dismantle part of its 
nuclear program in exchange for relief from economic sanctions.
The Trump administration has insisted that international sanctions be reimposed on the Middle 
Eastern country in September, with US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo tweeting late last 
month that the "US will oppose" any resolution to continue sanctions relief.
In May 2018, the United States pulled out of the JCPOA and reimposed sanctions against Iran 
that had been lifted under the terms of the deal, as well as enacted new ones, after claiming that 
the deal allowed Iran to continue to enrich uranium. US President Donald Trump criticized the 
deal in 2018 while announcing the US' withdrawal from it, calling it "decaying and rotten" and 
"an embarrassment" to him "as a citizen."
"It is clear to me that we cannot prevent an Iranian nuclear bomb under the decaying and rotten 
structure of this deal," Trump said. "The Iran deal is defective to its core."
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Canadian Man Charged for Sleeping in Speeding, Self-Driving Tesla

A Tesla owner in Canada’s Alberta province has been charged with speeding and dangerous 
driving after he set his car to Autopilot and took a nap while traveling at speeds of 93 mph, 
authorities said.
The Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) released a statement saying that on July 9, it 
received a complaint of a 2019 Tesla Model S speeding near the town of Ponoka in Alberta. 
After the vehicle was located, officers noted that the vehicle “automatically” accelerated once 
the patrol car’s emergency lights were activated and that at that moment a police radar detected 
the Tesla reached the speed of 93 mph.
After managing to successfully pull the vehicle over, a member of Alberta’s RCMP Traffic 
Services identified the driver as a 20-year-old man from British Columbia. The individual was 
subsequently charged with speeding and a given 24-hour license suspension. Upon further
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investigation, the driver was also charged with dangerous driving and was handed a December 
court date.
According to the RCMP release, officers found that both of the car’s front seats were 
“completely reclined,” and both occupants appeared to be fully asleep.
"Although manufacturers of new vehicles have built in safeguards to prevent drivers from taking 
advantage of the new safety systems in vehicles, those systems are just that - supplemental 
safety systems," Superintendent Gary Graham of Alberta RCMP Traffic Services said in the 
release. "They are not self-driving systems, they still come with the responsibility of driving." 
Tesla’s Autopilot system has been reported as contributing to several crashes. In August, a 
Tesla driver in North Carolina was watching a movie and using the car’s Autopilot feature when 
the car slammed into a Nash County Sheriff’s Office deputy’s vehicle in Nash County.
Some people have even lost their lives while using the Autopilot feature. Joshua Brown was 
killed in Florida in 2016 when his car hit a tractor-trailer while in Autopilot mode, according to the 
Sacramento Bee. During that same year, Albert Scaglione and his son-in-law, Tim Yanke, both 
survived after their Tesla crashed while it was operating in Autopilot mode, according to the 
Detroit Free Press.
Tesla has repeatedly stated that its Autopilot system is not meant to replace drivers.
“When there is a serious accident it is almost always, in fact maybe always, the case that it is an 
experienced user, and the issue is more one of complacency,” company founder Elon Musk 
said in 2018.
On its website, the company states that the Autopilot feature still necessitates driver 
supervision.“Autopilot enables your car to steer, accelerate and brake automatically within its 
lane.
Current Autopilot features require active driver supervision and do not make the vehicle 
autonomous,” the company notes.
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‘Political Football’: Trump Touting Big Ten’s Return in Populist Ploy to Woo Swing States

US President Donald Trump has taken a victory lap over the return of the Big Ten Conference’s 
2020 football season, an indication that Trump is attempting to use the resumption of college 
football to boost his poll numbers, Redspin Sports co-host Nate Wallace told Radio Sputnik’s By 
Any Means Necessary Friday.
The Big Ten Conference, which consists of 10 collegiate teams representing universities in the 
Midwest, announced on Wednesday that it would be playing this fall, a reversal of the 
conference’s move last month to push back the fall season due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
“Great News: BIG TEN FOOTBALL IS BACK. All teams to participate. Thank you to the players, 
coaches, parents, and all school representatives. Have a FANTASTIC SEASON! It is my great 
honor to have helped!!!” Trump tweeted Wednesday.
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“He made it very clear on numerous occasions, as he kind of does, he sort of gives these 
off-the-cuff speeches, about being responsible for bringing Big Ten football back,” Wallace told 
hosts Sean Blackmon and Jacquie Luaman.
“It’s understandable, in the moment. They’re only young once, they’ve been training their entire 
lives, and they see these other conferences playing,” Wallace added, describing the players’ 
desire to participate in the 2020 season.
He noted that there was a “combination of the pressure from President Trump and [Fox Sports 
Radio host] Clay Travis and using the platform of ‘Outkick the Coverage’ to really spew this,” 
Wallace explained, referring to Travis’ Fox Sports Radio program which provided a platform for 
Trump to tout his alleged involvement in getting the Big Ten Conference to start its football 

season.
“It was totally dead, and I told my people, ‘Look, we’ve got to call.’ I said: ‘Who am I going to 
call? Who’s the head of it?’ And it was [Big Ten Commissioner] Kevin Warren, who really turned 
out to be very open about it,” Trump told Travis on Thursday during the radio show, the 
Washington Post reported.
“Trump is going to try to use wedges used like this to sweep out the votes he needs,” Wallace 
noted.
Several of the schools in the Big Ten are in swing states like Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, 
Minnesota, Wisconsin and Iowa, which could determine whether Trump is reelected in 
November.
“He saw this as a political football. It remains to see what the implications will be for their players 
and safety ... There’s no doubt this had nothing to do with the science changing and with Trump 
getting involved in something you would think would not be high on the priority list now,”
Wallace added.
However, a Big Ten university president told NBC News that Trump was not involved in the 
decision to bring back the season.
"President Trump had nothing to do with our decision and did not impact the deliberations," the 
president, who asked not to be identified, told the outlet. "In fact, when his name came up, it 
was a negative, because no one wanted this to be political."
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Female Patient Dies as Botched Cyberattack Cripples German Hospital’s IT System 
by Evan Craighead

A seemingly misdirected ransomware attack on a major hospital in Dusseldorf, Germany, earlier 
this week resulted in widespread information technology (IT) failure and forced medical 
personnel to redirect emergency patients to other facilities, including one woman whose death 
may be the first directly linked to such a cyberattack.
German authorities revealed on Thursday that they had made contact with anonymous hackers 
who carried out a botched ransomware cyberattack that had unintentionally crippled the IT 
systems of the Dusseldorf University Clinic since the week prior, the Associated Press reported.
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A total of 30 servers were encrypted the previous week, according to a recent report issued by 
the justice ministry of the state of North Rhine-Westphalia.
Though an extortion note was uncovered on one of the encrypted servers, it was actually 
addressed to Heinrich Heine University, a school affiliated with, but separate from, the hospital. 
“There was no concrete ransom demand,” the hospital expressed.
The cyberattack exploited vulnerabilities present in “widely used commercial add-on software,” 
the Dusseldorf University Clinic said, citing investigators. Hospital personnel found themselves 
unable to access necessary data following the hack, forcing them to halt operations at the clinic 
and redirect emergency patients to a Wuppertal medical facility, some 34 kilometers (21 miles) 

away.
An unidentified woman needing urgent treatment arrived at Dusseldorf University Clinic on 
September 11. German prosecutors claim that doctors in Wuppertal were unable to see her for 
an hour, including the roughly 30-minute drive to the second facility. She died before receiving 
life-saving treatment.
Cvbersecuritv experts have argued that the woman’s death could be the first 
ransomware-related fatality.
German broadcaster RTL detailed that authorities were able to get in contact with the hackers 
and informed them of the ransomware attack’s impact on the hospital. The cybercriminals then 
provided Dusseldorf police with a digital key to decrypt the servers.
It’s worth noting that the decryption and retrieval of data were not instantaneous, and remained 
ongoing at the time of AP’s Thursday report.
Prosecutors have launched a negligent manslaughter investigation into the hackers. However, 
authorities have been unable to reestablish contact with the group following the digital key 
delivery.
Independent cybersecurity and privacy researcher Lukasz Olejnik, co-author of the International 
Committee of the Red Cross’ 2019 report entitled “The Potential Human Cost of Cyber 
Operations,” warned in May 2019 that hospitals’ increased reliance on digital systems for 
everyday operations concurrently raises the “risk of [the hospital] falling apart following 
cyberattack.” He also called attention to the possible “weaponization of vulnerabilities” and 
emphasized the need to “refrain from implanting vulnerabilities via the creation of backdoors.”
It remains unclear what particular vulnerability was exploited at the hospital.
“Potential indirect lethal victim of a cyberattack? Hospital was hacked, a patient had to be taken 
to a hospital in another city, with a tragic effect,” Oleinik tweeted on Thursday.
“Establishing causality is always [very] hard, so unclear BUT this potentially very serious indirect 
link.”
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise 
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file 
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.

US Navy Announces Multi-Year ‘Recovery Plan’ as Embattled Fleet Short Nearly 100 Fighter 
Pilots
by Evan Craighead
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The US Navy is embarking on an ambitious, three-year plan to restore its air training program 
after a spate of safety and technical issues has left the service short by some 90 fighter pilots 
from its goal number.
Chief of Naval Air Training Rear Adm. Robert Westendorff told attendees of the Tailhook 
Association’s first virtual symposium that the Navy’s air training has suffered in recent years due 
to a slew of problems, including oxygen flow issues that triggered concerns of hypoxia, which 
have left the service without a sufficient number of pilots.
“We can’t just snap our fingers and produce those immediately. The time to train of a strike 
fighter pilot is about three years; due to the bottlenecks we’ve had, it's getting closer to four 
years,” Westendorff said on Saturday, as reported bv Defense News.
“We’re doing everything we can to get that back down to the three-year mark. But the recovery 
plan is a three-year plan. And if we stay on track, it should take us about three years.”
Rear Adm. Fredrick Luchtman, commander of the Naval Safety Center and head of the 
Physiological Episodes Action Team, asserted in June that two root cause corrective action 
(RCCA) teams concluded that the physiological episodes (PE) experienced by Navy pilots in 
recent years were not due to contaminated air, but instead tied to a more complex series of 
issues.
“The bad news is that there’s no single causal factor that leads to physiological events,” he said. 
The service first observed an increase in PEs, ranging from minor headaches to deaths, 
beginning in 2010. This trend continued until 2017, when both the T-45 Goshawk and F-18 
fleets experienced their peak rates of PEs. Navy aviation training was suspended the same 
year, as several instructor pilots expressed safety concerns.
Luchtman explained that “even under benign conditions, the act of breathing highly 
concentrated air from a closed-loop system while encumbered by bulky flight gear in a cramped 
cockpit is not easy.”
“And in the dynamic environment of a fighter cockpit, we also add to the equation temperature 
variance, exposure to continual changes in Gs and pressure, all while managing an 
overwhelming amount of sensory input,” he highlighted. “All this amounts to increased what we 
call ‘work of breathing.’”
As time progresses, increased levels of work of breathing may trigger fatigue or “changes in 
breathing patterns, leading to inefficient gas exchange, and many of those symptoms look a lot 
like hypoxia.”
An ill-fitting and/or malfunctioning mask or irregular flight gear could also impact a fighter pilot’s 
breathing.
As for maintenance, the service recently moved to identify “sub-performing” parts and 
implemented life limits for aircraft environmental control systems. As of late June, the change 
had resulted in an 88% reduction in pressure-related PEs within older F-18s.
All F-18s have seen an overall 80% reduction in pressure PEs, following the installation of a 
“slam stick” device that records air pressure data from the cockpit and pairs with the Hornet 
Health Assessment Readiness Tool. The service also plans to install a system to monitor the 
cockpit and the Onboard Oxygen Generating System (OBOGS), logging oxygen concentration 
levels and cockpit pressure data in all Navy F-18s.
The RCCA teams also determined that the OBOGS in a number of T-45s were not taking in an 
optimal amount of air to purify, leaving the aircrew without as much oxygen as normal.
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These T-45 engine issues “dramatically reduced” the aircraft’s availability in previous years, 
Westendorff noted on Saturday. However, the training program should be back on track 
following essential changes.
Luchtman claimed that the straightening out of a previously angled pipe between the engine and 
OBOGS, as well as a modification increasing the engine’s rotations per minute, “has resulted in 
a 96-percent reduction in the PE rate across the T-45 fleet since its peak rate in March of 2017.” 
The service’s series of changes also comes alongside the anticipated incorporation of new 
aviation training technologies, ranging from handheld, mobile device-enabled virtual reality 
goggles to dozens of new training simulators at the Nevada-based Naval Air Station Fallon.
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US Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, 87, Dies of Pancreatic Cancer 
by Evan Craighead

Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States (SCOTUS) Ruth Bader Ginsburg, 
87, has passed away from complications related to pancreatic cancer, SCOTUS announced 
Friday.
"My most fervent wish is that I will not be replaced until a new president is installed," Ginsburg, 
the second woman to serve on the Supreme Court, dictated to her granddaughter, Clara Spera, 
in the days leading up to her death.
The justice has repeatedly and publicly criticized US President Donald Trump, including one 
instance in which she apologized for calling the then-Republican presidential nominee an 
egotistical "faker" who refuses to release his tax returns.
"He has no consistency about him. He says whatever comes into his head at the moment. He 
really has an ego. ... How has he gotten away with not turning over his tax returns? The press 
seems to be very gentle with him on that," Ginsburg told reporters in July 2016.
After the then-candidate clapped back via social media, Ginsburg admitted her statements were 
"ill-advised" and that she did "regret making them."
After graduating with a Bachelor of Laws degree from Columbia Law School, the Brooklyn, New 
York, native devoted her youth to activism - specifically as it pertains to women's rights - and 
was a catalyst for the launching of the Women’s Rights Project of the American Civil Liberties 
Union (ACLU) in 1971.
Prior to her 1980 appointment as a judge in the Washington, DC, Court of Appeals, Ginsburg 
served as general counsel for the ACLU starting in 1973, as well as the organization's National 
Board of Directors beginning in 1974.
Ginsburg carried her foundational liberal ideology with her to the Supreme Court following her 
August 10, 1993, swearing-in ceremony.
SCOTUS Appointment Anxiety Arises Ahead of November Presidential Election 
Following news of Ginsburg's death, Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer (D-NY) took to 
Twitter and declared that the vacancy "should not be filled until we have a new president," 
despite Trump's possible reelection in November.
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Trump shocked many Americans earlier this month when he released an updated list of 
potential SCOTUS nominees, including Sens. Tom Cotton (R-AK) and Ted Cruz (R-TX).
The rest of the SCOTUS list included: US Circuit Judge Bridget Bade, Kentucky Attorney 
General Daniel Cameron, former US Solicitor General Paul Clement, US Circuit Judge Stuart 
Kyle Duncan, Trump-appointed Assistant Attorney General for the Office of Legal Counsel 
Steven Engel, former US Solicitor General Noel Francisco, Sen. Josh Hawley (R-MO), US 
Circuit Judge James Ho, US Circuit Judge Gregory Katsas, US Circuit Judge Barbara Lagoa,
US Ambassador to Mexico Christopher Landau, Florida Supreme Court Justice Carlos Muniz,
US District Judge Martha Pacold, US Circuit Judge Peter Phipps, US District Judge Sarah 
Pitlyk, US Circuit Judge Allison Jones Rushing, deputy White House counsel Kate Todd and US 
Circuit Judge Lawrence VanDyke.
However, not everyone listed has expressed interest in filling the SCOTUS seat.
Trump, who nominated SCOTUS Justices Neil Gorsuch and Brett Kavanaugh in 2017 and 
2018, respectively, issued a warning alongside his list about a "growing radical left movement 
that rejects the principle of equal treatment under the law."
"Radical justices will erase the Second Amendment, silence political speech and require 
taxpayers to fund extremely late-term abortion," he said on September 9. "It will give unelected 
bureaucrats the power to destroy millions of American jobs. They will remove the words under 
God from the Pledge of Allegiance. They will unilaterally declare the death penalty 
unconstitutional, even for the most depraved mass murderers."
ABC News Senior Editorial Producer John Santucci reported that "multiple sources close to 
President Trump" have claimed the US president will announce a SCOTUS nominee to fill 
Ginsburg's seat in the coming days.
A third appointment by Trump would likely give conservatives a 6-3 majority in the Supreme 
Court.
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Photos: Satellite Imagery Shows Significant Progress Made on China's Type 002 Carrier - 
Report
by Evan Craighead

New commercial satellite photos of the Type 002, the Chinese People’s Liberation Army Navy’s 
(PLAN) third aircraft carrier and second domestically built flattop, provide the clearest view yet of 
the vessel following extensive construction and relocation, according to a new report published 
by a Washington, DC, think tank.
The China Power Project (ChinaPower) of the Center for Strategic and International Studies 
updated its "Tracking China’s Third Aircraft Carrier" page on Thursday with new satellite 
imagery taken from the Jiangnan Shipyard in Shanghai, China, on August 18, 2020.
“For the first time since construction began, the vessel’s hull blocks are laid out in order of 
construction and uncovered by environmental shelters, allowing the clearest view yet of the
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carrier,” the ChinaPower analysis detailed, noting that the Type 002 was moved to a new 
location at the shipyard sometime between May 24 and June 2.
“There are nine hull blocks spaced out on the dry dock. The blocks stretch roughly 351 meters 
from bow to stern (including the spaces between them). Excluding these spaces, the vessel’s 
visible hull blocks total roughly 297 meters in length,” the report detailed. “The longest block, 
which comprises the stern, is about 49 meters in length. In terms of width, the widest hull blocks 
measure approximately 40 meters.”
“As construction continues, we expect the vessel to lengthen by several meters with the addition 
of the flight deck,” ChinaPower clarified.
Responding to the PLAN’S rumored progress on the ship, Commander of US Fleet Forces Adm. 
Chris Grady argued that China’s sea power developments make “the argument that carriers are 
important.”
“To me that makes all the sense, they’re a maritime power, and they understand the great value 
that comes from carrier aviation and how that can shape the international environment. It’s 
taken us over 100 years to get that right,” Gradv said on Thursdavdurina the American Society 
of Naval Engineers 2020 Fleet Maintenance Modernization Symposium.
“Go ahead and build that big ship.”
Militarv.com drew comparisons between the Electromagnetic Aircraft Launch System (EMALS) 
rumored to be planned for the Chinese carrier and that on the over-budget, first-of-its-class USS 
Gerald R. Ford, which has been beset with major design flaws that impeded its anticipated first 
tour of duty in 2018.
Capt. Kenneth B. Sterbenz, program manager of the US Navy’s Aircraft Launch and Recovery 
Equipment Program, recently announced that the Ford’s Advanced Arresting Gear (AAG) and 
EMALS completed had 4,000 launches and recoveries during the Post Delivery Test & Trials 
(PDT&T) period.
The service is now focused on establishing reliability in the AAG and EMALS. If positive 
developments continue, officials estimate that the Ford will be ready for tasks by 2022, Rear 
Adm. John Meier, the head of Naval Air Forces Atlantic, revealed during the Tailhook 
Association’s virtual symposium on Saturday.
“We’re still not where we want to be, but we’ve made great strides and we’re getting better 
every year,” he said.
ChinaPower stated that, based on current satellite imagery and knowledge, “it is not yet 
possible” to assess whether the Type 002 will feature an EMALS, “but unofficial sources 
suggest that China has made significant headway in developing this technology.”
Sputnik reported in late August that the PLAN may pursue the construction of a unique assault 
carrier equipped with an EMALS capable of propelling unmanned aerial vehicles such as 
rotary-wing drones.
The proposed Type 076 landing helicopter dock would likely allow the carrier to transport at 
least 30 helicopters, an array of armored, amphibious combat vehicles and hundreds of Chinese 
marines for land attacks, according to the South China Morning Post.
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